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By Farah Gehy
stated that:" there may bean
Tuition at the· City Univer- 8lternativetoth~bikebuttbat
sity ofNew York and the State it may not bess appeali~.
University of New YOl"ktnBy 'l'he)a1temativeWouldbe'to .
. increase' as much as $SOOif . ·instill -cbastic reduetiOdS' in'· .
Mario Cuomo's latest budget expendi~ instead of raisproposal passes through the ing the tuition.~ But the tUstate legislator.
i~on~ he says, would be 1eftup
Dipti Gosalia, a junior, ex- to the CUNY' Board of Trustpressed her ideas on this mat- ees. Zaveljustifiedthehikeby
ter. -nus is downrightludi~ saying, aut order to cut CUNY
emus!' When 1 first beganeol- cutsit will require an increase
lege the tuition was about$675, in reduction from other instinow it's close to $1,000. Three', tutions." Therefore otherInyears ago that could have paid stitutions, which may be as
this"'.
for an entire years .tuition in_important as education, may
ministl'ation wiD begin a masstead of a semester's."
face the burden of relinquish.sive
letter writing campaign to
The tuition increase would iog desperately needed funds.
legislators. Berzinsalsostates
come. bec8.use of the prespeeMany ··students are feeling
that
'. eh generated the
tive budgeteuts that CUNY enragedbytbisnewlypro
e rs last year for the
faces. Theariticipatednewfee tuition.~theGovernor's b same event.
would be $2350 a year.
get is passed thisriewincrease
Davis also stated that DSSG
Cuomo's blidget plan pro- would be the third increase in
. be. sending represenposes eutsin school aid total-. the space of two .ye8'1"& .'
. to lobby 'In Albany:
. ing about $240 million. Rita students have expresse
than rallying what we
Rodin, the Director of Public feelings on the 'm tel'~.
to do is try to be effective.
Relations for CUNY , has said LavondaDavis, preside
nators do not see-education
that the ."University may face the Day ~i~ Student
in CUNY as a priority. We
cuts by.about $74 million." ernment, stated "1 was devasneed to get students to V()te.D
Rodin went on to say that "one tated.butnotswprised. The. . . .
. . ~
way to~:e-~.,~is~.:pt,._4:\US:~~~:~._:~yus_,.,~l:.~~.~~~~;~:~~Jhe ,MellDw~ilein_A1bany~"Nego.- . - .,. ..•.
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tiations have 'begun and are
constructive," said Brad Kelly,
of the Govemcrs Budget Offlee,. regarding how transactions in the legislature are going. He went on to say that so
far the proposal has been positive infavor ofCuomo. He also
. states he is "'very hopeful that
the agreementean be reached
by April 1," which is the
legislature's deadline for passingabudget. The deadline has
not been met in the past five
years.
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even the $500 tuition iDcIeaseclas,.aamc1osed. Why should
.would not cover the $74 mil- wehaye to pay more for less?
lion gap in CUNY'sbudget. WhattlJe he~are they expectRodin appl'Oxitnatestbateven ing ~ topey forr'
.. 'With-uieiiiCr8BS8 -tnere still -·Sbruti·· Patel, a junior also
would be about a $20 million said, -rba~kGod1'1IlgraduStdeficit.
ing Dext year! My father helps
Michael Zavel, vice president mewithmytuition 80 fmlueky,
ofadministratiem at Baruch, but others may mot be eo

sentativw to ·lobby-~·:llike•
Zane Berzins, the News Manager at'~ said· that re~

resentati~~ BarucJ.rwill

be lobbymg m A1banlfor a

sidi zedbytbe Day Session Student Government have been

DSSGDl:eps'PIaD
.F()~:Senior nip

week'S!'LWti.I_.hetse ~:eD1'eb.:
ruary'aDd March. Theaaet

,Plantlfor a seniorclaaa trip
to
theDomirriean RepUbIictbat
date ~ notbeeli d~rmiDed.
InadditiontolobbyingtbeAd- wouldbave been partially sub-

CUNY Tuition 'On The Rise
$2,350

..-+-----

"

Current level

$1,850 - - - - - $1,450 - - - - - -

~:

i.e.

it

....ched . . . . . .18t a .
year 1Jy the faD'''ester
in the year 2000.'

t ealeUIted at,the·rate
of'an88~
increase every tWo ..
years.

directorofstudentliCe. Aylman
said that when DSSGhad met
to discuss the trip, its memben had·~-PJens withoutbaSiclmowlq.oftbetrip's.
legalandcastimplicationa and
thereforetheCoDegewouldnot
. sponsOr it.
.The DSSG planned for the
trip.tooccur....tftedayafter
anm-.ncemeIlt. ~ . said
the College'weNId not spcmSCW'
a trip that wculdbe for people
tbatareno .lcmgw .matrieulateci;and-adW, '~y would
the collep waDt to 8poD801" a
trip oat «the eGaDtry?'
. Ay1man notec1 thS-the DSSG
bad
auheidded a Se10er Pai't1.Howewr, a SeDicr
Trip .' Would be attencled by
stwlents. H. said tbatif
the. ~ tookp~ the DSSG
would spend a ·CODSiclerable
amount ofmoney 011 0DIya few
ortbe atudentaitnpr..........
Lawnda DaWi, prllllident of ,
theDSSG, dec1inedtocninn ent
about the pnp8ed trip.

.wer

Annual
Tuition

.*
Will""

aborted.
-The idea was poorly
planned," said Carl Aylman
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$1,250 - - - - -

IftuitioD contiD. . to
'iDcreue tId8 rate,
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New ID's Cause
Unforeseen'Problems

m

Because Baruch's new iden-

8ted cost clue to

. tification c:arcls leek validation
stiC;ker8. some' students haVe
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Tuition at the City University ofNew York increased twice
last year. If Governor MarioCuomDt',.proposed budget willhave n.eD 88
passes, it will increase again neaeemester.-- ,_. .. -------_._---------_._perceatiD two'ytNlI'S
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Presidential
Excellence
Award
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• 'Whatcoursesyou have taken
with the professor.
• Your name and status.
Send th, nomination in an
envelope to Faculty Awards
Committee, 17 Lexington Ave.
Box 514, NewYork, NY10010-

~

CD

LL

The Presidential Excellence
AwardforDistinguishedSchdarship and Teaching, established with a gratlt from the
B~h College 'Fund, are dfered tofull·timefacultymem.bers tostim\J1ate and"reward
outstanding achievement and
to enhance the reputation' of
the College as a center of'academic excellence. The Scholarship award honors written
scholarship,creative work, and
long-term career achievements. The Teaching award
recognizes ability, impact, and
quality of instroction.
,The Awards Committee is
actively seeking nominations
for both awards. Departmental executive committees,
deans, chairpersons, colleagues, alumni, and students
may nominate faculty by submitting a letter of nomination
to the Provost.
The nomination letter should
include the following information:
• Faculty member's name and
department.
• Why you are nominating the
professor.
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lay avttakrole in helping students at Baruch
emtnar ~
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peer counselors, peer
.
h fldvocates, peer assistants
'

advisors in curricular guo -;
e or student,
have the opportunity to 0 ,
ce.- support
and'encouragement
and act as
.
i
.
liaisons between students, faculty and :adIbinistration.
.
,Become.a.peer.asststant .and deYelo.p.skills~!wtllcomplementyour
educational and careergoals while buildmgabetterBaruch community,

To become

...... .. "

.. ....... ..

.

~-

a peer assistant

---------------------~---~---,
Name
I

-------------------------------Address
--------------------------------.-t=---- --

Ph()fte==(--···~·-

1
1

._...... ~ _ ~- __.. _~__~. __.

- .--.. ~-- .~- _._'-- ~

Sophomore._

Freshman._

JWlior--

I
I
I
I
I

Senior--

Send to: Peer Assistants Program, C/O Susan Andersen, Room 1743,
360 Park Avenue South or by mail to Baruch, College Box 304
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Poetry Sought
for Book
General poetry ,is being accepted for the Western Poetry
Association's 1992 .summer
~trybook entitled, The
American Poetry Round-Up.
Poets are invited to sendone or
.two original poems of up to 30
lines on any subject.
Mail submissions to:
Western Poetry Association
POBox 49445
Colorado Springs,
CO 80949-9445.
The Western Poetry Association is currently publishing a

CD

The Baruch College Hillel
Association has. officially
changed its. name to the Jewish Students Alliance. The
name Change was made to
. make the chili's purpose more
self-explanatory, and to better
reach unaffiliated Jewish students on campus. The club
sponsors regular events. Upcoming events 'include Torah
classes, public speakers, and
holidaycelebrations(including
amodeISeder). Theclubmeets
every Thursday in room 304 of
the Student Center Building.
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Peace Corps
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The Placement Office of the
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences is offering a Resume
Writing Workshop on Thursday, February 13, at 1:00 p.m.
The Workshop will be held in
Room 1504, 17 Lexington Ave. '
1'his workshop is open to all
.students. For' more .information, stop' by the PASS Office
(room 1504) or call (212) 3871370.

INROADSI New York City~
Inc. seeks to train talented
Black, Hispanic, and Native
- American students for ~rs
as corporate professionals.
Students who'are selected for
internships work for the same
majorcorporationduringeach
summer while completingtbeir
undergraduate degrees. .INROADS selects only students
Mayor David Dinkins' office
that are capable ofenduring a
has created a new volunteer
rigorous and demanding fast
program for New York City
track advancement programcalled "Increase the Peace
Summer training is specifically
Corps." IPC is aneighborhooddesigned to provide. students
based participation project,
with the optimum amount of
and volunteers will receive sigexposure to a professional canificant training in the areas
reer, commensurate with the
ofcommunity organizing, constudents' abilities.
flict resolution, and cultural
For information and an apsensitivity. They will then deplication, contact Pat Johnson
velop a series of practicable
at the HEOP Office at Baruch,
neighborhood
projects. 111 E 18 St., Room 1333, (212)
projects which build construe387~1634. The deadline is ap·tiv·ebridges' between groups
proaching, so please apply as
sharing geographic communisoon as possible..
ties.

.

poetry book entitled, Voices ofttr
America
2
S»

For information and an application, pleasa call the !PC
office at (212) 513-4949.

On February 20,
The Ticker will
•
once again run
its (in)famous

Training program begins in March.

1
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ReSUllle
Workshop
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Clip the coupon below.
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messages
contributor. ~ in keeping- with our tradition, messages will
run .uncensored. The editors would like to request that contributors exercise
discretion. (Translation: DO try to keep it clean.)
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they have traditionally
u ) received with their ID cards.
~ "They could always question
g whether your currently in
school or not," said Rowland
u. Parks, a senior.
On the old I.D. cards, a small
sticker thatchangedcoloreach
term stated until which date
the card would be valid. This
leteveryone know whether the
person in question was currently a matriculated student.
-We realize that we have a
problem," said Carl Kirschner,
associate deanofstudents. -We
will probably issue some type
of validation sticker. In the
meantime, ifa student visits a
museum they could take their
bursar's receipt with them."
Other students had different

i

ideas about their cards.
"If you don't have to renew it,
it would be to my advantage. I
wouldn't have to stand on another line every time I register," said Ray Mohamed, ajunlor.
On the other hand, "If the
I.D. isnotvalidatedeverytenn,
any person or ex-Baruch student could use it and take advantage of Baruch services,"
said Alice Wong, also ajunior.

Student Activities
Conducts Review
Due to the tragedy which
occurred at City College on Dec.
28, in which mne people were
killed in a rush of spectators

.~E=:.::~::r~
... ;x.. ";.. :,.,..~~::,,<

,010;_

Carl Aylman, director of student life

Learn about:

Editing

attempting to see a basketball
game featuring rap stars, studentactivitiesdeparbnentsin
each ofthe CUNYschoolshave
undergone a review of procedures to determine compliance
with CUNY regulations.
"We were in a good position
in thatour proeeduresare written down," said Carl Aylman,
directorofstudentlife. A.ylman
stated that the only case of
noncompliance that Baruch
was guilty of concerned con-·
tracts. When contracting for
additional outside security,
Baruch's contracts did not
stipulate that Baruch security
is to be ultimately responsible USS Chairman Jean c. LaIIarra at Baruch CoUegeaast..-ter
In a letteraddressed to Chan- "I should have sued (Keizs)
for all events... This CUNY
guideline suddenly resurfaced cellor W. Ann Reynolds dated then for putting my life and
' afterthetragedy,saidAylman, January 13~ LaMarre, recount- t?e ~ves of other .studen~ ~t
inglastsemester's USS spend- nsk, LaMarre said. He indiing scandal, said, -Acting Vice . ~~d ~at he ~as not ru1e~ out
Chancellor Keizs therefore litigation agamst the UmverAylman also noted that we
wins plaudits from some for sity, b,:,tsuggeste,:la ~or~cO?
rarely encounters problems havingfrozen the Senate'sbud- structi~eco~rse, beginning in
such as that which occurred at get and activities for the better the University's Office of StuCCNY because Baruch rarely part of three months."
dent Affai~s.
.
"Her actions" LaMarre conBaruch s DSSG President
rents out its space.
tinues, "exem~1ify her inepti- Lav~nda ~avis, the USS Vice
tude." He faulted Keizs with Chair of Finance, stated that
LaMarre Calls For Vice
calling a USS meeting at LaMarre's actions were his
Chancellor's Resignation
Baruch College last fall, at own, and thathe was not speakwhich LaMan-e says he was ingfor the entire USS when he
Jean C. LaMarre, chairman threatened as he attempted to wrote the letter.
. ofthe University Student Sen- . leave the building. Several
ate, recently ealledfor the\-es- .Baruch students grappled with News Briefs were compiled by
ignation ofMarcia V. Keizs as LaMarre's bodyguard and pre- Jonathan Loring and
acting vice chancellor for stu- vented the elevator door from . RafaelA Olmeda
dent affairs.
closing when he was inside it.
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Hike III: The Story That Wouldn't Die
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To the Editor:
In the space ofjust seven weeks valued members ofthe Baruch
community have fallen victim to New York's horrible cycle of
violence. Last October 13 .Andy Lazan-marketing major, student activist, former writer for the Ticker-was shot in the neck
and abdomen by an insane gunman. He remains in grave
condition as we and his many friends at the college offer our
prayers and whatever help we can. Last weekjoumalism major
Carlos Araya, a former officer of our Hispanic Society, w~
stabbed. And just two days ago another student, Sharon
Robertson, died along wit}l three others in her Brooklyn home,
victims of an inexplicable execution-style slaying. Sharon was
24. She had come to NewYorkfrom Jamaica, enrolled at Baruch
in the Springofl986, andlike somany otherslooked to us tdhelp
her pursue the American dream. She had almost made it. An
upper junior, she had just three more semesters to go. For
Sharon and the three who died with her, the dream is now over.
Any good college is a place where people feel connected to each
other and to the larger world. The violence that took one person
from Baruch College and put two others'lives injeopardy should'
now torment all 16,000 of us.
But griefalone accomplishes almost nothing unless it leads to
Some kind of action. As an instituion we ought to be asking
ourselves what we can do to bring this madness to an end. How
can we help build a city where people treat one another with
human decency? How can we make our national leaders see that
we have to keep guns out of the hands of the insane? What can
we at Baruch do to alleviate the climate of despair that pervades
New York and deludes some into thinking that violence is an
acceptable option?
These are not easy problems. If they were they would have
been solved by now. Maybe the answer lie somewhere in the vast
store ofknowledge contained in our buildings. Maybe not. But
those of us who care about Andy Lazan and Carlos Araya and
Sharon Robertson have to keep looking. As educators we have
no greater obligation than to help create a world where our
student can live, work, and fulfill the promise of their bright
you ng li Yes.

managing e.ditor

will have seen an 88 percent increase in just two
years. At that rate, tuition will be up to $23,356 by
the year 2000. Harvard's looking more affordable,
'isn't it?
Unfortunately, the public is praising the Governor's
budget as his mostrealistic, since it cuts a great deal
of fat in the State and it imposes no new taxes.
Whoopee. If CUNY tuition is being raised to help
balance the state budget, and not to improve the
quality of education, then doesn't this amount to a
tax increase for those who cannot attend a private
school?
Students should fight this increase as we have
protested previous hikes. We're all tired ofthis fight
already, and some of us will be passing this fight
along to a new generation ofactivists. So let's get one
thing straight from the onset- what are we fighting
for?
We wrote last year that our State legislature has
not come up with a comprehensive funding plan for
the City and State University systems. This must be
our struggle. How? Good question. Let's see if we
can't come up with some answers. Soon.

Massfmo S. Salerno
op-ed editor

Kathryn Garcia
Lenny Vigliotti
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David A. Amlr
sports editor
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photo editor
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copy editor
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Unity Through Truth
1992 marks The Ticker's 60th anniversary. This they must. The Ticker disagrees with the DSSG on
paper was started to serve the students of this ~casion when we feel our elected representatives
College, and to the best of our ability we have been are.not serving the students' interests. Ifstudents do
successful. We are the students' voice, the students' not agree with our assessments, we encourage them
.advocate, and the students' herald. We are a source . tolet us knowby writingletters to us for publication.
of information and ail outlet ofopinion.
LavondaDavis, president of the DSSG, once said
Sadly, 1991 was not a banner year for harmony in "If you're working for the students and I'm working
New York City, nor at Baruch. It was a year that for the students, there will be no conflict ofinterests."
brought more division than unity. That's putting it We agree. This semester we may have more to agree
mildly. The role of the press in this situation is on than we have had previously, The Ticker, the
twofold. We must report the strife at the risk of DSSG, and all other student organizations would be
continuing it. Not to do so would be irresponsible. worthless without the dedication and assistance of
But we must do it in a way that does not promote the students we serve.
hatred. In other words, we must tell the truth, and
With th_ese points in mind, we wish to congratulate
tell it fairly.
the DSSG and the students of Baruch for a tremenThis year, our slogan at The Ticker is "Unity dously successful clothing drive. According to one
Through Troth." We encourage students to examine' DSSG representative, clothes are still coming in.
all viewpoints. We encourage faculty and adminis- The drive is over, so those who still wish to give
tration to fairly and honestly present these view- should redirect their efforts to organizations which
points to us and allow us-to make our own decisions. exist for this purpose year-round.
We need to respect each other's opinions and, more
And we also wish to congratulate the DSSG for
importantly, respect our right to hold on to them.
aborting its questionable trip to the Dominican ReWe also encourage students to become involved in . public. As we understand it, the trip may still go on
student activities. The Ticker and the Day Session for graduating seniors, but the students of Baruch
Student Government each work tirelessly in their College will not run any risk of lost student funds.
own way not to further our own personal causes, but The College has not officially sanctioned the trip, so
to serve the students of Baruch College. Yes; We we urge students to exercise caution if they do plan
have had our disagreements, and those disagree- to go.
ments will continue. They will continue because
Unity can be achieved through truth.

office manager
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Ignoring 'Bigotry
Won't Make It Go Away

Sharneek Supreme Allah
David BOrg
Hilary Coutton
Danny Gesslein
Eric Grossman
Jose N. Hernandez
Tara Mendelbaum
Tayra Pope
Richard Roberts
Wcn' c ...... ith
Philip Susi
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The Ticker Is published
bl-weekly, seven times a
semester, by The Ticker
editorial staff at 137 E.
22nd Street, New York,

N.Y. 10010, Room 301F.
All work except printing
Is dOrle by Baruch
underg raduate
and
graduate students. All
typed and slg ned
contributions anclletters
are welcomed, and
should be mailed to the
above address. Our
office Is opened during
regUlar school hours.
.Any_display advenlslng
questions should be
dIrected
to
the
Advertising Manager,
Business Manager or
Managing Editor at
(212) 387-1182.
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To the Editor:
Your editorial of December 5, 1991 opposes the resolution I
introduced at the General Faculty Meeting of November 21,
1991 condemning Professor Leonard Jefferies' views and defending his' right to expound them. You do so on three grounds:
1. The resolution just pours salt on a open wound.
2. Just because Jefferies spoke at Baruch College does not imply
that anyone here agreed with him.
3. One man (Jefferies) should not be allowed to drive a permanent wedge between the different communities on campus.

.

...
:

You are wrong for the following reasons:
1. It is those who refuse to condemn Jefferies who are pouring
salt on an open wound.
2. There axe many at Baruch who do not disagree with Jefferies.
That is the problem and it will not go away by being ignored.
3. The Jefferies problem is not the problem of one man but the
refusal of the Black community to disavow him. To the best of
my knowledge, no Jewish organization has ever given Michael
Levine a platform while Leonard Jefferies has evolved into a a
hero for many Blacks.
. The Jewish Faculty association is eager to continue the dialogue with Black and Latino Faculty Association. But such a
dialogue does not rule out calling the shots as we see them.
I can understand why people would rather not face unpleasant
facts. But bigotry cannot be ignored: that is the common lesson
of Black and Jewish history.
.

l\Jichael Wyschogrod
Chairman Philosophy Department

We Need Women
To the Editor:
I would like to correct some inaccuracies expressed in BenjaminSawyer'sDecember5Ticker,articleconcerningtheBaruch
Women's Basketball team'First: Mr. Sawyer's statement; "Due to a lack ofsupport from
the school and failure to get out a message of the seriousness of
the situation to the student body, not enough players were
ttracted to th team"· n ither true nor is it fair. In an effort
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Life In The Concrete Jungle!
-A
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By Shameek Supreme Allah
In the words of the Father:
"Know of a "Surety, that your
seed shall be a stranger' in a
land that is not theirs, and
shall serVe them; and theysh811
afflict them, four hundred
years; Also that nation, whom
they shall serve, will I judge."
(Genesis 15:13)
. I live in the wilderness of
America, in a concrete jungle
that has mypeopleIiving like
animals in a cage. Packed like
sardines in box-shaped mountains called building projects,
we are living in a hostile environment where the governmental host is sucking our lifeblood (money) away from us. A
jungle is defined as a place
characterized by intense, often ruthless competition or
struggle for survival. Unlike
the tropical rain forests of my
Motherland where life is abundant, this jungle oreeds nothing but death; physical, men- .
tal, and social death. But I am
one who has been strengthened by four hundred years of
oppression, a trooper who refuses to fall in this era ofJudge- .
ment over the kidnappers of

my Father's children. Ilearned
the codes of the jungle and
adapted myselfto the environment..
As I strive to overcome my
living condition, I am sometimes confronted with my own
brothers who seek to take my
life away, because their own

"All around me I
feel the presence
ofevil spirits
lurking in the
wilderness. "
soul has been taken away by
their captors. So I carry a nine
millimeter caliber Gluck automatic, for the days of spears
and arrows are over. With
sixteen bullets in the clip and
one in the chamber, and a posse
called U.B.U (Understanding
Black Unity) fully armed and
dressed in capsan'd hoods, I
travel down the valleys of the
concrete jungle after school to
experience my environment.

Baruch College does not teach ~
me- anYthing valuable about
my surroundings. Only by facing the reality around me will
I be able to master it.
Looking around me, I see
many garbage' dump sites in
my neighborhood, Allover
these dumps are huge disease
infested rats, and a special
breed of roaches that can survive roach spray attacks. The
disease that all this filth carries is one of the reasons that
our hospitals are always
crowded. Another reason is
the cancerousfood that we consume, foodmadeoflaboratorymanufactured chemicals, fertilizers, and preservatives. All
ofthese poisonous products are
against our physical make-up.
As they sicken our body, they
create a sick and poisonminded population. Poisoned
minds in turn produce poisonous actions, actions that destroy the fabric offamilies and
societies.
I cannot stop wondering
about the paradox that I "am
.living in. My Motherland is so
abundant in life that scientists
Continued on Page 8
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Grief Into Action

TJiis letter ~ not received in time for publication in our
December 5, 1991 issue, for which it was intended.

Rafael A. Martinez

JasonVorhees. Michael Meyers. Freddy Krueger.
George Bash. And now, coming once again to terrorize students all over the City, yet another tuition
increase proposal.
What canbe said about this year's proposal that we
didn't say last year? .One year ago, we wrote:
• $500 is too much money for students at the
economic level ofthose in the City University ofNew
York.
• Even iftuition is increased, services will not
be added, and previously cut services will not be
restored.
• CUNY's budget has already been cut to the
bone. How can we expect to make more cuts without
severely damaging the quality of the education we
receive here?
This year, there is one thing we can say that we
could not say last year. Tuition has increased $600
since the fall of 1990, when it was $1,250 a year.
Governor Mario Cuomo is balancing the budget on
the backs of the poor in this State, and in this City
specifically.
If tuition is raised $500, as is almost certain, we
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By Hillel Caplan
It has often been said that
our college is a microcosm of
the City. Sadly, this representation also applies to the deterioration ofBlack-Jewish relations. The Jeffries controversy
which plaguedourcampuslast
semester was not only an extension of the City-wide controversy, but a symptom ofthe
continuing deterioration ofthe
relationshipbetWeentheBlack
and Jewish communities in
NewYork, and indeed throughout the United States.
Itis very easy to hurl accusations and insults back and
forth, and attempt to affix
blame on one group or the
other, but such actions will not
serve the larger interests of
two historically oppressed
peoples. It is time to move
beyond the events of the last
fewmonths. The only question
now is, how? The dialogue
organizedby Professors Arthur
Lewin
and
Michael
Wyschogrod in early November was a good beginning, but
it was only that, a beginning."
The dialogue did getboth sides
talking,butitalsoexposedjust
how much tension there is in
the relationship between
Blacks and Jews. .
Specifically, there were two
problems that I feel need to be
addressed, The first was the

'tendency by some to stray from
the primary issue, Black-Jewish relations, to completely
unrelated topics. The second
. was the lack of'factual, historical infonnation (many claimed
to speakoftruth andfact when
they knew neither). I found
one statement made at the forum particularlyillustrative of
these two problems: 'The Jews
don't know anythingthat happened to the history of Jesus
Christ. They have ruled him
out<>ftheirhistory."F'irst, this
statement is patently absurd.
There has been much study of
the history of, and relating to,
Jesus in the Jewish community. And Jews are painfully
aware of the millions of Jews
(and othernon-Christians) who
weremurderedoverthecenturies in Jesus' name. And second and more importantly,
what does this statement (and
statements like it) have to do
with the issue ofBlack.Jewish
relations? To be helpful, future dialogue' must remain
more focused on the issue of
Black-Jewish relations, and
incorrect statements must be
addressed immediately.
So what now? Dialogue is
port ofthe answer, but more is
needed. Dialogue is helpful if
it gets people talking and interested in searching for solutions. The last forum did, in

my estimation, get Blacks and
Jews talking, but the process
must continue; Nowthatwe're
talking, Blacks and Jews must
deal with the issues that divide us in a factual, nonaccusatorial, and enlightened

"Jews are painfully aware ofthe
millions ofJews
(and other nonChristians) who
were murdered
over the centuries
in Jesus' name."
manner. This cannot be done
in an open forum setting. The
study and thinking that is required can only be done in a
smaller, quieter setting. We
are already in the ideal place
for such a setting: a college
campus. The best place to deal
with the issues dividingBlacks
and Jews is in the classroom.
Strangely enough, with all of
Baruch's efforts to establish
an inclusive curriculum, it has
failed toinclude the Black.Jewish' dynamic, We, the Baruch
community, must institute a
Continued on Page 8

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. Tne Tid<er accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of not more than 750 words from Baruch College
students. Publication ofOp-Eds is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be
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Contilalud from Page 7
0)
-:. still tail to classify all of the
~ plants andanimaJs there. But
as in this unproductive earth that
~ iscalled concrete, I see many of
(l my friends and others around
me die from gunshots, a regular occurrence here. Four centuriesofvidenceimposedupon
my people has made US violent. Ourheartsarefilled with
rage and we-are brainwashed
by the school system and the
mediatokeepthisangeramong
oumelvea. Our mind are thus
turned into time bombs. No
longer are we living like dignified human beings. We have

now been transformed into ferocious scavengers who roam
the valleys ofthe jungle, seeking each other's lives to feed
upon; a once glorious population that is now on the brink of
extinction.
All around me I feel the presence of evil spirits lurking in
the wilderness.
fhey are
known as corporations, and
have the same legal rights as a
person, altho. they are invisible and intangible entities.
These evil spirits are the gods
of the jungle, their religious
literature being in the form of
billboards, posters;'and other

meansofadvertisement. They
have a hierarchy of-priests,
known as executive managers,
whose duty Isto suck our lifeblood (money) with their corTUpt religicns.. Many of us,
bavingtofightfor survival from
these vampires, turn toselling

"1 often read the

Solutions

victims among us and are
tempted to take this desperate
Continued from Page 7
measure so we won'tjoin them.
As a soldier in the war be- program of study that focuses
tween my people and our op- direCtly on the issue ormackpressor, I often read the Holy Jewish relations. While such a
Qur'an at night to keep my program could take many
insanity in check, for my Fa- forms, I believe that the most
ther needs stable-minded and effective form would be a forhealthy children to assist Him mal course--offered as a hisin His judgement over this
nation. I await the day when
His promise of deliverance be- .
comes fulfilled, the day when
B
h"
my people stop dying in the.
streets and our community is
an
raised bark to lif,!.
•And .Allah (God) is He Who
sendstbe winds, so they raise"
a cloud, then We drive it on to
a dead land, andtherewithgive
T
•
life to the earth after its death.
-J ewlS
Even so is the return to life."
(Holy Qur'an 35:9)
tory elective: HIS 3613 The
History of Black.Jewish Relationsin America. Suchacourse
would make the most of our
academic setting. Certainly
Baruch has no lack of professors qualified to teach, or preferably to team-teach, a course
which analyzes the historyand
factors which have contributed
to Black-Jewish cooperation
and conflict. Only by understanding these factors can we
hope to bridge the gap between
Blacks and Jews.
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part of the
nationwide recognition
of Feb,uary as Black
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"Strangely
enough, with' all of

Holy Qur'an at
night to keep my
insanity in
check. "
the drugs that the government
gives us. We are aware of the
growing number of homeless

aruc s effiorts to
establish
inclusive, .curricutum, it hasfailed
to include the
Bl k
h
ac
dynamic. ""
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STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD
.PRESENTS

AFRICAN

·AMERICAN
Wed., Feb. 5:

Opening ceremony
and Reception

HISTORY

Speakers:
President Matthew Goldstein,
V.P. Samuel Johnson,
Dr. Juanita Howard, and a
representative from
the NAACP
Music: Jazz Ensemble
Faculty Lounge, 5th FI, 24 St. Bldg_
6:00 p.m.

MONTH

Tues., Feb. 18:

Black Economic
Empowerment
In Three Segments:
I. How to Start a Business.
.~
It caribbean and African UN
·"t..'11-_..,
council
generals discuss
the....
. ..... ...... ...
. ' . ....
.~;~ffects 01 the 1992 European
, Economic Community unification
on the Third World.
III. How Do We Internationalize
Black Economic Power?
Faculty Lounge, ·5th FI.
24 St. Bldg
5:00-9:00 p.m.

~~~~;~~~~~~:;~~.~~~~~Ruffin
.

12:35-2:30 p.m.
II. Globus Lounge, 1704,360 PAS
3:00-5:30 p.m.
III. Globus Lounge,
6:D0-8:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the Office of Health
'and Student Personnel Services

Wed., Feb. 19:
Mon., Feb. 10:

Discussion on the History of Black Films
Featured Speaker.
Location TBA

Dr. Philip Nwankwo. member of the Ebo people of Nigeria,
and Dr. Richard Hull from New York University

African Contributions to Western CIVilization
Sponsored By Baruch Uberty Partnership Program
Location TBA
3:00-5:00 p.m.

Tues., Feb. 11 :
Video: Dr. ABa Hilliard's "~ree Your Mind·'
Sponsored by Women of Color·Network
FaQJIty Lounge. 5th A, 24 SI. Bldg.
1:00 p.m.

Tues., Feb. 11 :
Opening of Milt Hinton Photo exhibit
Baruch's Mishkin Art Gallery
5:00-7:00 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 20:
Black Male-Female Relations
Coordinator: Dr. Cecelia McCall
Panelists: Dr. Martia Goodson, Dr. Samuel Johnson,
Dr. Marshall Lee, and Prof. Saundra Towns
4 North, 23rd St. Bldg
12:35-2:30 p.m.

Thurs., Feb. 20:

Thurs., Feb. 13:
CCNY Professor Edward SCobie:

William Katz, scholar in residency, NYU
Author of 10 books on Black Indians

The caribbean Influence In African American History

History of Black Indians and Cowhands

4 North. 23 St. Bldg
.' 12:35-2:30 p.m.

Tues., Feb. 18:

FaaJhy Lounge, 5th FI.
24 St. Bldg.
6:00 p.m.

Foster Unity with All People of African Descent
Are there barriers created by myths and -misinformation?
Coordinator: Prof., Bobbie Pollard
Panelists: Dr. Arthur Lewin, Dr. Robert Martinez,
~s. Gloria Paulus
.
r
Globus Lounge, 1704, 360 PAS
12:35-2:30 p.m.
~

African American History Month Sponsors
BLACK, Club caocom, Caribbean Students Association, CSTEP Club, National Association of Black Accountants, Students for Students,
Phi Beta Sigma, West Indian Cultural Club, Haitian Club, Table Tennis Club, Day Session Student Government,
Evening Session-Student Government, Office of Student DeveJo~ent

BlACK mSTORY /,MONTB:Movies By Black FilDlmakers:

Letters

IThurs., Feb. 6:

\
r In Three Segments
,. Room 4 North, 23 St. Bldg

SCPB proudly offers the following events in celebration' of

Continued from Page 7

statement appealing to the
urgency ofour need. My statement was circulated throughout the entire Schoo}.ofEduca.
tion and Educational Services'
faculty, with my request that
it be read aloud in all classes.
Acting 'Assistant-Dean of" stu<lentsand Student Development Robert Goergia, graciously and voluntarily added
his support by implementing
my statement in all freshman
seminars. These efforts, some
of which Mr. Sawyer cites,
along With Personal appeals
made in our Physical Education classes surely indicate an
active campaign rather than
complacency which his article
implies. At Baruch, we do not
'"collar"prospectivevarsity athletes, nor do we give athletic
scholarships. Our varsity program is founded on dedication,
sacrifice and love ()f the sport.
Our teams adhere to N.C.A.A.
scholastic and other eligibility
standards, despite thefact that
most players work part-time
while carrying fulf-tdme credit
loads.
Second: Mr. Sawyer quotes
the team's coach, Penny
Weiner as "cancelling the season." While a coaches opinions
are considered in such a decision, the authority to cancel is
vested in the Athletic Director
who measures other factors as
well before -deciding, not the
coach.
In fairness to all, again I in-:
vi te all freshmen women, and
others matriculated with a C
or better average, to join the
team which practices in the
Main Gym, Lexington Avenue
4:30 PM.
It's not too late to build for
the 1992-1993 season for which
I'm re-scheduling, and to put
power into your resumes.

HeleD Me Belden
Ass't. A.D. for Women's
SpOrts

Strictly

Music By

Busin~s

'::lFEACHOR OKEKE

Feb. 10, 11, 13

lit Her Jazz Ensemble

*****

Feb. 25' .
Time: 1:00' - '2:30- PM

Feb. 18, 19, 20

*****
Jungle Fever

Feb. 20

Feb. 24, 26

Time: 1:00 - 2:00 PM

Times: To Be AnDounced

A Food Fest Featuring Foods
From The Caribbean, West Indies and The US
Feb. 27

Time: 12:30 - 2:40 PM
~'

'"': ,

--" -- ~--.-..... ~ 7!$' 1 57 - .~:-.-:-.:.-~~
,

All Events Wi)J Take Place In The Student center
And Are' Available To All St1ldents
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e're working smarter,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing
relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

> '

v

And there are others. Like the
11-68, an advanced scientific that
solves up to five simultaneous equa..
tions, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.

.

Drinking

The BA n PLUS'?' For business
students, this is the one to get. It
handles time-value.. of.. mon.ey and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
". matter what the course, there's a
TI scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
thing: make one of them a past
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
:You'll be on your way- toworking
smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of 11 scientific
and business calculators at your
local TI retailer.

"
'j

.f

. !) TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
..

"...part of that
-development

¥.

means the
learning ofhow
to handle
alcohol. It also
means making
sure nobody
abuses it. II

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITETM solar cells so you
never need batteries.
what's needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators
that
,
are highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators that
are perfectly matched to your major
and your coursework.
The 11,81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-ro-use graphing features avail..
able with extensive rirogramming
capabilities.
11
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By RafaelA. Martinez
College campuses 'BCrOSS the
nation have shown an increase
in alcohol consumption and a.
decrease in the use of other
dr\lgs such as marijuana and
cocaine, aceordingto arecent
article in Time magazine. But
drinkingatBaruch College has
remained at a constant level
for the past two years with a
possible decrease in. the
amount of drinking.
This has been attributed to
the fact that students can only
drink, be it illegally, at the
Student Center, that some who
used to drink the most have
left the school, andthatstudent
clubs are controlling the
drinking of their members in
the club rooms.
Carl .Aylman, director of
student life, who oversees the
Student Center, stated
"Baruch's policy has been that
drinking is not permitted on

.t".

campus except at authorized
social functions." This policy
had been set up in response to
the change in the drinking age
laws during the 1980's.
The degree to which drinking
gets monitored depends upon
a numberoffactors such as the
amount of time the Student
Center sta1f' has available to
check for drinking, said
Aylman. He also stated,
"PeriodicaDy,becauseofevents
on campus, we have to spend
more time paying attention to
that as an issue (drinking) in a
reactionary phase because
something has happened that
. shouldn't have happened."
He cited one incident two
years ago where a student was
drunk and was placed in a
locked clubroom byherfriends
to sleep itoff. Aylmanthought
that was a dangerous situation.
He said CJlad that person
thrown up and choked on their
own vomit, wewouldhavebeen
looking at a stiff in that room
and not someene sleeping offa
drinkingbinge." Thatincident.
lead to a crackdown on the
drinking. in the according to

-

on Campus?

Not a Problem

.Aylman.
Aylman said .that the
drinkingintheStudentCenter
.is a seasonal thing where the
students who drink do so
outside during the warm
monthsand then bringit_~nside
during the winter months. He
said that the daily garbage
output supports this because
there are more beerbottlesand
cans found during the winter
then during the summer
months.
He said that the school allows
drinking at certain social
functions. "The reason we
permit it at social events is : ~,:.~.~/:?;~;,,/::"
because. part of the social
. . <;
interaction is to take care of .;.
one another. We are supposed
to be a caring, nurturing,
supportive environment for
each other. The whole side of
the student activity program a female student had gotten rules, "but on the other hand,
He then compared his club to
is for students to take risks drunk while partying at the studentsshould be able to enjoy anothercluband said"We don't
and grow and develop as c1ubandthenleft the clubroom. themselves without so much drink straight shots like they
students, part of that The members of the club hassleandifnotgoingtohang do. Theydrinkstraightalcohol;
development means the searched for her, found her out here where are they going no mixing, no nothing." "He
Iearrrinz of how to handle talking to some one and took to go.
They should be then said "with us we have
e
al
· · ·~re·o.~n~.~o~.·I~
. .t~aly-·~~~u~se·.~ans
·l.St.·~
..'~.ing :.. -~~.~.
~c::nI;·e'=ne:-J:::':";;-2%:=:=t.
~t:=:=~'
:':·=-u~:se::::·~l'!".Z:t.~l'S: - '---:;som;;;;;;:;i'
':'"lI::-,p
:;::9'lace
::; wh er
e their f rien ds PiiiaColadas,
Daiquiris,wliiTe:-------things
1JJUU
lID
IIUU
w:t unUA ~
canfietp-uieiii
outiffiometmng-------Ui8tyOil
&DnursefOra
....----- ..._--.su
The officers of two clubs a little get away:' she said. -rt goes- Wi-Oni""
, ...'...... ..- .-., Another -waY-In-which
believe that Aylman isright in' is time to have fun and get
The officer ofone ofthe Latin keeps the drinkingfromgetting
that students shouldlookafter away from the pressures of clubs, when asked about the out of hand, he said is by
each other but that when the school, parents, whatever) drinking in the school said making sure anyone who does
students want. to relax and because college is demanding "Baruch drinking has stayed drink can handle their liquor
drink the only place they am and to drink lets yourself go a thesamethroughouttheyears by making sure no one is
go is the Student Center.
littleandrelaxes the students." because we don't have enough pressured to drink or to drink
One of two officers believes
"Most of the drinking done space (to hang out), basically more than they can handle.
that the drinking at the clubs after classes on a Thursday we can only drink in the
"We watch out for members,
isapartofthe socialinteraction and you wouldn't see people Student Center, that's the only we had a couple ofincidents
among students and that the drinking for the hell ofit on a place we want to drink and last year, people who where
students watch after each Monday afternoon," stated the there are only two floors you not used to drinking, drank a
other. «vie try to make it that club officer.
can get away with It, three and little to much. They had to go
everybody has a good time,
She ended by stating that four."
, to the bathroom, and vomit,
somepeopleofcoursearegmng "They have the right to make
He said that people do drink and we took care of them. If
to get drunk so we try to make the rule (about drinking), it's in his club but that he stays one persongets drunk you have
sure everybody is going to get important that they back there to watch everything and another 10-15 people to watch
home safety."
themselves up in some sort of to make sure people don't get them."
She remembered a time when way,· and that she agrees with ridiculous.

he

Retail Trade Society Plans for
New Semester of Activities
By Dahlja Nicholson
As the spring semester
commences, the members of
the Retail Trade Society begin
another year of exciting
projects, -They will continue
the traditionoforganizitigtheir
annual fashion show.
The 1990fashion show "Back
to Life" at MTV's own dance
floor, the Palladium, was a
smash hit which brought new
glamour and prestige to
Baruch's reputation of being
only a business school. Last
. year the tradition continued
with ~ashionTales" this time
at one of New York's most
"popular night spots, The Red
Zone. It was carried on by

Bernard Macias,
1991
graduateofBarochandformer
president of Retail Trade
Society.
"Fashion Tales· required
assistance from many divisions
of the Baruch Community,
This included the Alumni
Association, Day Session
Student Government, Student
Activities Center and Dean
Aaron and the entire staff of
the Red Zone. We would also
like to acknowledge all Baruch
students, retailers and
designers who supported our
efforts. Over 500 students
attended the event, and more
than 30retailersand designers
provided fashions and

accessories.
. As the semester progresses
With a new and exciting Retail 'l'rade Society will be
executive board, Retail Trade offering exciting speaker
Society is planning and programs hosted by some of
working towards a successful the' top executives in the
newyear with anticipationand fashion, retail and' sales
hopes of more success.
industry. We also have part-.
The group of ~mcers who are time and full-time job
in charge' of the various opportunities available to
comini~which make up the
members and internship
Retail Trade Society are programs are being negotiated .
Jessica Yushimito, executive at the present time.
vice-president;
Kenneth
The Retail Trade Society
Mullaney, vice-president of meets every 'I11ursday and is
finance; Karen Clifton, vice- located at the 26th S~ Bldg in
president of administration; nn. 829, tel 447-3260•
Nancy Maciag, vice-president Dahlio. Ni.cJwl8on is presiJeT&t
of promotions and Melanie of the Retail Trade Societ,
Vailloo, .vice-president of
membership.
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really'> good news is that .
chapters -one, two .and three
will b8made Into anew trilogy
of -Star Wars" films, -that will
follow the story ofyoUng Darth
Vader and the Clone Wars.
Lookforthefirstfilm s,ometime
in the spring OI' summer of .
1~3... ·
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Mickey Rourke is at it again
in in the southern deserts of
America in "Wllite .Bands,"
Rourke plays a small roll as an
. intemational dI'Uglord who
rUth1esslymurders and F.B.I..
agent malring 8 ease against
him. When the agent is killed,
a small town sheriff;'playedby
William DeFoe pick up the
investigation on his own and
promises vengeance on the
• • 11
cnmJDL...

)

•••
You may have seen a lot of
Well -Star Wars" fans, your film trailers and 'location
time has come; Lucasfilm has :setups lately -in- Manhattan,
announced the cOmpletion of this can only mean that the
the nine chapter saga which film maker's union strike is
inspired the most famous truly behind us. "Home Alone
blockbuster film series of all 2: AloneAgain11land. "Nightand
time. The movie "Star Wars' the City,· starring Robert
as yourecall, was chapterfour, DeNiro and Jessica Lange, are
which wasfollowed bychapters only two of several, major
five and six, "The Empire studio productions slated for
Strikes Back" and "Return of location shoots in New York.
the Jedi." Now George Lucas
has finally authorized the
For theater buffs, you mayor
11l
completion of the "Star Wars
may notbe encouraged toknow
saga. Hitting the bookstands that two major film stars are
last summer was Timothy heading to Broadway this
Zahn's novel "Star Wars: Heir spring. Jessica Lange and Alee
to the Empire," which tookour Baldwin will play opposite in
characters five years into' the Tennessee William's "A
future. Since the novel's Streetcar Name-d Desire,"
release, Zahn has been opening sometime in March.
contracted to write two more
Speaking of AlEC Baldwin,
.novels which together wil l his agent is fur-ious at
serve as chapters seven
"Continued on Page·J3 .
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acting skills. What makes her
ill Mary Stuart what I so .special-and so hard. to
see inJodl Foster~ She is bere remember-is the vast range
tostay.lrsaidJon8tbanKapI~ of characters
she has
Mary Stuart Masterson's portrayed.·
director in the 1989 drama'
.....
Masterson returned to the
co
-zmmediate ·Family".· The big. screen in 1985, ten years
co
.....
troubl,is, Dotmanypeoplecan after her debut, .in the film
198~'
p1aceher name with her face. about Catholic School life,
At..the
am..· .of'25·,.u..........'. .CUeaven Help Us.· Latertllat .
. tender
..
Stuart Masterson ·is now· on Ye.m",she played a teeria.g'er
thebrii1kfJrmmorialstardom. dying ofcancer in ABC's'''Love .
Hereurrentfibn, -Fried GreeD Lives On,"
Toiliatoes- . stars- . Oscar
I t wasn't until the
wiiuWr'.~·Je8siea TandY and commercial success of John
. KatbyBates~. but it has been Hughes' 1987 film ·SomtfKind .
Mastenoa'sperfO!1ll8llC:8tbat ' of· Wonderful-that thrust
ha8recei~edtbepraisesofmost Masterson . into
the
critica.
mainstream_ Mastel'BOll'srole
Stealing the show is nothing 'as drummerltomboy -Watts".'
new for ~ Masterson however. was again the most praised
In CJmmediate' Family: her .perfOrmance ofthe film. Later
portrayal of a pregnant teen that year, Masterson gained.
strUggling with the· deciSion.to even morenational recognition
keep her baby~ stole the. film by playing a soldier's wife in .
from her (ormidable cO-stars Francis Ford Coppola's
JamesWex>dsandGlenn Close. Vietnam film "Gardens of
The daughter of Writer- Stone.·
Director-Actor
Peter
Fromrole to role and film to
Masterson and Tony-award film, Masterson changes clear throughherchoieeofroles her husband of two 'years in rediscovered by the .Academy
winDing actress Carlin Glyrin, everything except the quality that notoriety means little to their Houston home, and is of Motion Picture Arts and
Maste1"S()n beganher career at other performance. She is a her. It doesn'tseem to.bother currently finishing up some Sciences with an -overdue
the age of eight in the 1975 redhea.d farm-girl in "At Close her that she is tX;nstimtly being .graduate: work in ber spare nominaticn
for' Best
film" "The Stepford ·Wives.· Range," a blonde law student rediscovered.
time.
Supporting Actress in "Fried
Born. in Houston, ,Masterson in "Chances Are," and a brownNot many people can boast of
Masterson, a die hard Boston . Green Tomatoes." But if the
moved with her f~ ~~~w . haire~.~p'py"psych()logistin .~asterson's.
. already Cel~~_fim.knows_sbeispnl:y'as .~ n~~n~ti9~ .d~n~~.~ome this
York City where she grew.up '"Married to It~"; Her diversity. impressive,rolesandfilms~'She goodasherlastfilril. Hopefully time, I'm sure she'll be back,
and attended' Dalton Private · is what keeps her groWingc·as·· remains a modesthousewife to this spring, ~astersoBWill be maybe next time with green
School and developed her an actress and she has made it
hair and a mustache.
.

~ .

Filmography

1975 The Stepford Wives
1985 ABCTELEVISON-- Love Lives On
Heaven Help Us'
.'1986 At Close Range
1987' Some Kind Of Wonderful
.}.987 Gardens of Stone
1988 Mr. North
'1989"Im:rnediate Family _
1989 Chances Are
1990 Funny About Love
1991 Married To It
1991 Fried Green Tomatoes

~
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Paramount Pictures for not
being. .t1exible with their
schedule 'and replacing
Baldwin with Harrison Ford
for.the next threeT~ Clancy
novels that· have been signed
as film projects. -Patriot
Games," the firSt ofthe novels,
began principal shooting last
month.

Is This the Best We Could Do?
California,
the
most
and LeDDy Vigliotti · noteworthy events of the
'The 19th Annual American eveningwere whetherWhitney
Music Awards was a bad joke Houston was pregnantCby
and Dick Clark should hang Bobby Brown) and what the
his head in shame or at least hell Paula Abdul and Emilio
focus his attention to a new Sheen, (sorry, Estevez) were
.
.
bloopers reunion show. First doing together.
The
big
winner
of
the
night
- you had M.C.(ob excuse me),
Hammer's 15 minute soliloquy was C & C Cola, (oopsl) C • C
to start the show• Then you Music Faetory. C & ·C took
had Bell Biv Devoe (a la M.C. home five awards including
Ha:mmerattheMTV Awards), Favorite Pop Rock Duo and
come on stage with a cellular · Favorite Dance Arti~ for
phone. Last but Dot least, a their multi-platinum -GOnna
. band of thugs, (ob, excuse me Make You Sweat.•
Did you check out MiChael
again) Naughty by Nature,
presented an award in some Bolton's wea'V88courtesyorroh
Rap category. wielding a Di·ane.,machete. Come on, give us a. Enough already! PaulaAbdu1
break! The most awesome sounded like she had just
received eome good vibeology
from Emilio. Then you had
Color Me Badd looking like a
bunchofbairdressersfrom the scheduled that night.
Vill8ge. . To make 'matters
Other winners included
worse, D.J. Jazzy Jeffand the Garth Brooks, who took home
,FreshPrincebeatoutLL.Cool three awards in .(what else!)
J for rappers of'the year, by. Country music categories,
this time you had to wonder if . Mariah Carey, Natalie Cole,
there was something wrong TrishiaYearwOod for best new
with this system: This was' Countzy artist, Boyzn Men
almostassbturdasJethroTull . for best new' R&B act,' and
beating out· Meta1lica and Bryan Adams for' Best Pop
. . BestHeavy MetalAa, Single, "Everything I Do,(I Do
::::989' or 1990 Grammy It For You). "
In case you're interested, the
:>~lrlghlight of the evening was _ Show (but do we really care?).
Did
you
:wonder
what
was
winners
are selected by a
welc()med ab~ences of
...~ Vanilla Ice and TPe New, Kids withRebaMcEnti~? she sang national sampling of16,000 to
"When The' Lights Went Out '20;000 record buyerS. This is
-dn the Block.
.,.-. .
Held in the Shrine Civic In Georgia," HELLO!!! this is not a large enough sampling of
'. Auditorium in Hollywood, 1992, and there was no 7CYs record buyers to substantiate.
Colorado;, no just kidding, Pre~T.Yati()nTSocietym~ting an awards show as bad as this

By ~bertaRaDsaW

•

OJ
~-

-......-.----1

:1

"Did'you check .

out Michael

Bolton's.weaves
courtesy of 'Ok'
Diane!' " .
'.

"

.: the

•••

,.

one. But at least the Heavy
Metal artist winner at this
showwaslegit,tbeawardwent
to a group that actually plays
. an el~tri.c: guitar mel, .gets
dnmk on a regular b8si~ this
group of course, ·was Guns N'
Roses for their -Use .Your
Illusions" work.
·
But fear not musie fan,
because thisyears winners are
sure to win the same awards
next year just like the grand
American Music Awards
tradition. By the way, do you
really think that Dick Clark
watches this show?
(Wesley Smith contributed to
this article)

Finally, some predictions.
This summer, ·Batman
Returns" wiD open allover the
Earth,andinnowaywill match
the box offiee bonanza or its
. predecessOr. .AlsO, watch for
an uncredited cameo. 'perhaps
at the end of the film, by Jack
Nicholson. When you watch
the final clim8dic scene in
CSatman,'notice that when
The Joker climbs the ladder of
the helicopter, they cut for a .
split second to another purple
jacket draped over the
gargoyle. The two jackets
might mean two JODI'S, and I
have a feeling that Nicholson'.
charaeter will be revived and
reunited with his buddies at
the end of-satman~turns,·
paving the way for a .third
Batman film.
Also, look for Arnold the .
Terlninator to make a film
abouttbeCrusadesoCthenintJl
centmy in the not so distant
future.
Francis Ford Coppola's
version of Brahm Straker's
. "Dracula," starring Winonna
. Ryder; Gal'YOldman, Anthony
HopkinsandKeanuReeveshas
b~en a well kept secret by
Zeorotrope Studios- l()()k for it
this summer!!
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Baruch~8

Baruch's Baseball Team

:(1)

, .

1

.

"
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Jan. 24, 1992

,t

et, .-. •
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":""

z:

::
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1st.

e.,

38

2nd
40

37

45

MIN

FG
M-A

Fl'
M-A

37
31
36
30
30
27
14
1
6
200

10-19
1-2
3-10
3-8
2-7
7-12
2-10
0-0
0-0
28-68

0-0
1-2

.,:,",

.
,.

-;

~.

.Baruch
Evers

.Final

Here they come, y'all, here the Bulldogs) and dance .
they come. Who are they? If (CrystalWatera)amsts. The
you guessed the Navy Wooly, title of the album is,
you're ·close. If you guessed appropriately, AW011 in
The Black Sheep, then you Sheep'. Clothing.
obviously know -nte Flavor of
UPOn first glance you will
the Month.· This newgroup is notice' that the CD has an
on Mercury Records, which of extraordinary number of
late seems to be suddenly tracks, 22 to be exact. This is
becoming a very.good plaCe to rarefor a new group orevenfor
be for new rap (EDOG and an established artist for that

Are you ready for another
year of endless cross-overs,
mutants,
conventions,
fledgling companies, annuals,
and even more mutants? Wen
srt tight-because Marv~l
This- The Only Guide for the
Comic Book Nuts like us- is
back!!

at

'.

•••

'i

One Quiek Note: Have you
noticed ManJelComic8 subtle
price increase yet? Doesn't it
bother you just a bit? I mean
the number one comic book
.company in sales and
distribution isjust picking our
pockets. Anincrease from $1 a
book to $1.25 is notjustifiable.
MGlPeI is printingmore books
at more volume then any other
time in their distinguished
history_ Thisjustsimplymeans
that the more books that
MGl'OeI prints, the cheaperit
costs them to print. So I ask
you, why the sudden increase?
I guess their stockholders are

-'-

. . . .. _.. -- .... -

matter. Wha~s even rarer is
the faetthat' though' some of
the tracks are stronger than
others they fall within
reasonable (if not exceptional)
expectations for a debut rap
album. Take into account that
the Black Sheep have
production credit on all the
tracks and the equation adds
u to two very talented artists!
assumed the identityofNomad
back in the 70's, these are sure
to be hot and relatively
inexpensive).
Youngblood #1, created,
written and illustrated by Rob
Liefeld features the origin of
yet another new mutant team
and introduces a whole new
Marvel universe ofheroesand
villains.' Youngblood #1 includes what else! limited
edition trading cards. Watch
outthough, Youngblood #1 sells
for $2.50(ollch!).
My pick for best book of 1992
is Cage. Why Cage you ask?
more important to them then Well, for no reason, I just
their faithful fans.
always loved Luke Cage, the
• • ·The March
former Hero for Hire.
Preview· ••
Cage #1 features the art of
Once again, Marvel Comics Dwayne(Black Panther Deluxe
. hasthemf)sttooffp.:rit:lthe·wa,.V . Limited series)"'Thfnerarid
of new books. The month of .. offers some new villains. AlsO!
March looks as -foHows for Look
for
occasional
Marvel Comics_
appearances by Dakota North.
Nomad '1 promises to be a I know what you're thinking
violentseries pickingup where DakotaNorth who? Checkyour
Nomad's limited series left off. price guides kids, because she
Written' by Fabian Nicieza, has had her own title.
Nomad will do battle against
Captain America 1400 will
crime, corruption and drugs. be a triple-sized 64 page issue
Along with Nicie~ a soon to that contains the origin of
be hot artist (1 mean aren't all Crossbonesas well asDiamond
of Mt:Jn1eI'. neweomer artist back. I for one can't wait for
hot at one time), Clarke this because the issue also
Hawbekerprovides the pencils. promises to contain Cap's first
Also for the Nomad fan, Silver Age appearance in
Jlcarvel iso1reringagoldcover Avenger's 14.
second ppnt of Captain
Also look for The Incredible "The Punisher" © Marvel Comics
America 1282, the first Hulk#393 which celebrates the
appearance ofJack Monroe as _ Hulk's 30th anniversary in
comics. Each has an awesome
•••O.C.'Preview•••
, Nomad. (Of course, if I were comics and Ghost Rider 125
cover.
you, I'd look for the Captain which celebrates are favorite
D.C. CD.ue. is offering the
},fa",~l
is
also
offering
a
Americaissues when he briefly demon's 20th anniversary in
best deal for the month of
reprint ofthe hard tofind, even March. D.C. Silver Age issues
if you could afford, Hulk '1. are scarce an cost close to what
The book is in the same format dealersgetfor MARVEL· books
as the X-Men and Fantastic from that same Period. D.C. is
Four collector's editions.
offering reprints ofAdventure
Also watch for the return of Comics #247, the first
The Defendersin Hulk Annual appearance of the Legion of
#18.
Super Heroes, Brave &. HoI d
•••
#28, the issue that introduced
Another Quick Note: 1 don't the Justice League ofAmerica,
know ifyou have heard this by Green Lantern #76, Neil
now but apparently someone Adams' legendary debut,
at },fcZrvel has let it slip out House of Secrets #92, the first
that Cable is the son of appearance of the Swamp
Madeline and Scott Summers, Thing, Showcase '#4, the first
bom in X-Men 1201. I have appearance of the modem age
searched the comic stores all Flash, the now deceased Barry
over the area ana. have seen X- Ailen, and Showcase :122, the
Menl201pricedfrom$15tOas first appearance ofthe modern
high as $30. I don't know if age Green Lantern, Hal
this is fact or rumor but I urge Jordan. These books are must
you to be careful and try not to, have and only carry a eover
shell out money for this back cost of $1~ You are herel>y
issue until, we;_~? ~I;low., advised to ebfain them!
.
Always -remember,.t most _ ,-~i -tiillll !ron'll love them.' I
..dealers are hawks, dOn't be know I will!
:'
their prey!
. ~ ~ - - - - -.--:'- ~ -. ... .. ". ~ :~. -:- - -- - - - =:. ,-

- . - - . .. .
"Spiderman" © Marvel Comics
..
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Holmes
Daniel
Davia
Freeman
BenaDia
BeD
Lowe
Skilotr
Sherman
TOTALS

REB
8-T
1-3
2-10
3-11

7-8

~1

3-3
1-3
3-4
1-2
0-0

3-7
4-9
1-2
0-0

0-1
16-23

15-45

0-0

Pen:entage: FG .412, FT .696, 3-Pointgoal:6-22 •.273 (Holmes
3-8, Davis 0-3, Freeman 2-6, Resvanis 1-3, Lowe 0-2). Blocked
shots: 4 (BeD 3, Holmes). Turnovers: 18 (Freeman 5, Holmes 4,
Davis 4, Resvanis 3, Daniel, Lowe). Steals: 7 (Bell 3, Resvanis .
2.. Holmes, Daniel), Team rebounds: 2. Technical foul,: none.
MEDGAR EVERS

FG
MIN
30
30
33
37
35
14

Parker
Jackson
Holness

Myers

M·A
7-14
2-7
7-12
8-23
2-7
3-3
0-2
.3-7
0-0
32-75

Wigfall
Weeks
Corbett
8
Reid
12
Fowler
1
TOTALS 200

FT

REB

'M-A
0-3
0-4
2-2
2-2

O-T
7-13
4-9
2-2
0-2
5-11
0-2
0-1
0-2
0-0
19-52

4-8

0-0
0-0
2-2
0-0
10-21

aetUna Inshape forthe baseball season.

1991 Fall Stars
Women's Volleyball- Congratulations to Lily Chang
and Wendy Lau. The two made the Volleyball All-Star team.
Soccer- Defenders Dan Padford and Kassem Fares
made the Soccer All-Star team. Joining them was Forward
Ahmed Fares.

Percentage: FG .427, FT .476, 3-Pointgoal: 8-17, .471 (Holness
5-6, Myers 2-9,1-2). Blocked shots: 1 (Jackson). Turnovers: 17
(Myers 5, Parker 3, Holness 3, Jackson 2,Wtgfan 2, Weeks,
Corbett). Steals: 6 (Wigfall 3, Parker, Holness, Weeks). Team
rebounds: 8. Technical fouls: none.

Baruch ~
(. Lehman Oi)

1991 Men's Soccer Leading Scorers.
Name
Goals
l)Vito Lasalandra (CSI)
28
2)John Liantonio (CSl)
29
3)Rolando Paz (CCNY)
19
4)ArtUTO Ching (CCNY)
14
5)Samuel Caetano (CCNY)
11

r
,

Jan. 22, 1992

1st
Baruch

LebmaD'~"

2nd
31

_~..

Davis
Daniel

Ben

Holmes
Resvanis
Lowe
Freeman
Skilotr
Sherman
Kyriak.
TOTALS

.:1.;~' ...' - --~
- . ...

.--

.

MIN

IT
M-A

REB
O-T

29

~9

~8

27
28
32
27
IS
21
5
13
3
200

1-5

1~2

()..S
3-8
5-11
1-2
1-3
2-2
1-3
0-1

3-8

4-11
2-5
1-6
6-14
1-3
~1

o-o
2S-8I

7-8
0-1
0-0
0-2
1-2
0-0
0-0
0-0
1"-23

··..FieJd-coai .~ereent&ge . '.-".

~

FG
M-A

BARUCH

g

Hunter
CSI
John Jay
York
Lehman

0-0
16-42

MIN
GoDulez 38
Leeene 31
Sdmt
36
Doney
30
asuDiYan32
19
Sbliaer
Kebrigaez 9
Baharum 5
TOTALS JOG

Fr
M-A
3-<&

~11

~1

4-6
0-2
0-1
0-0
0-0
0-0

22-D

9-18

&12
1-8
2-6
1-1

Barach
Medgar

14
15

R. Safont
J. Bodriguez
V. PaweD

Percentage: FG .371. FT .609, 3-Pointgoals: 5-15,.333 (Davis 1-3,
R.esvaJU I-I, Lowe 0-1, Freeman 1-<&, Sherman 0-1).
BloCked Shots: "(Be1J. 2, Davia, Daniel). Turnovers: 2. (Resvania
6, Freeman ", Daft 3, BeD 3, Lowe 3, Daniel 2, Sherman 2,
Ho1meIJ). TEam rebonnda' O. Technical fOuls: DOlle.

PO
M·A
1-10
4-5

CCNY

14
16
14
13
17
14

3-4

H~ 2-5,

IJ<HMAN

BED

o-T

e-o

Top Field Gael Shooter's
Sc:hool

PCT.

.643
.627
.611
.5U

York

.54()

D. Pattenoll
M.McQuiDen
J.Be.vaaU
M.KinaM
C. Michel

Hunter
CSI
BaracJa

.537
.536
..534

C.Albany
A. Caldwell
V.Powell
D. Sowell

CSI

.533

Hunter

.532

York

.774
.769
.750
.726

Top 3-PuiDt Shooten
School

PCT.

CCNY
Hunter

Barach

W. Holneu

Mec1pr
John Jay
York

.500
", .478
.429
.419
.391

Hunter

J. Roclriguez
M.Kinarci
C.BaiIey
W.Stewan
W.HoIn...

Expanded

•"

~

c:

AJ

-<

-co

(II

Det'

'AVG.

Hunter

50

CSI
Lehman

57

.26

130
113
69
45

12.9
10.6
9.8
8.9

40

96

8.4

CCNY
II. . . .

D.SoweD
C.AlbaDo
J .......
D.Hame
D. 0'SaIIiYU

.

~.

~

.

... "',JJ'T..:

.
.

I
~

--- -- -.

~

SchoclI

G

yarlt
CSI

13
16

--saYs.~"in=~pJ~ye~~n~"sH~"r--·
up they wil not improve. That .

not only hurts themselves but
it..also hurts the team." He
goes on to say, "the defense
and the hlttirigwiUbetheirit's
just the pitching that needs
some fine tuning.·
BaruehIost the best prospect for the next season. Billy
Oliva will not join the team
this season. Oliva will be
missed during the season and
so other players will have to
pick up the slack.

make to iinprove that
team. Sendyourideas
to us, and you might
see them in print.

BanacIa

17

80

CSI
I . . . .n

16

6?

17

G.

87

86

eo

.

...

Captain Eric Grossman is
constantley encouraging his
teammates to do their workouts in 'order to improve. The
one problem is that not all of
the players are showing up on
a consistent basis. Grossman

Top A.iR I...-..

Ticker Sports
.r:.

•

"--' --

any league, what
trades would you

Of!'

SchoaI

. team.

If you could be the
GM of any team in

Top Reboanden

-< •

GI

By David
A. Amir
.
On January 15 the pitchers N
and catchers ofthe Baruch college baseball team started
training for the 1992 season.
The rest of the team ·will· begin
their training on February 1.
Head ~ Dall Sheehan is
excited about the upcomming
season. With some ofthe players .that have transfered into
the school and the freshman
that played during the fall season the team should have an
interesting season.
At the. catching duties. you .
will find Freshmen John Pena.
Last years MVP catcher Andrew Scrivani left the school
leaving the POSition wide open
for Pena. The coaches will
teach Pena to play the position
as well as it can be played and
by the time he becomes a Senior, lookout. Along with Pena
is Freshman pitcher Mike
Bender.' Coach Sheehan has
refered to Bender as, "having
the chance to be the onlyfreshman in the starting rotation."
As long as Bender continues to
improve at his curent pace and
as long has his talent doesn't
get to his head he has a good
chance to really .help out the

The Ticker wants
to know what
you think.

...

Banach
CSI

J.Be.vaaU
C. Gt'OOID8.
C. Suitt
V.PaweD

New

~. ~

.650
.599
.563
.560
.443

D.Jacbon

c. Free.....

1-"
0-"
0-"
1·2
10-35

.

.682

.669
.662

Top Free Thruw ahooterB
School
PCT.
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iBaruch Basketball
~ Team Knocking
Down Giants
..a

.

By Eric Gro88lllan
. 'IheJ'8 are many reasons why Baruch
athletic teams are not as successful as
other schools.· Lack of facilities, no
campus and scheduling difficulty, juSt
tonameafew. But don't ten that to the
men's basketbali team, because they
won't listen.
Coach Ray Rankis is pleased with his
squads 11-7 record; 5-3 in CUNYl "At
one pointin the season we were 6-2 and
then we went into a bit of a mental
slump. We lost our confidence and the
best cure for that is winning," said
Ranlris.
The Statesmen's season has been like
the storyofDavid and Goliath. All year
they've been squaring off againstbigger and stronger teams and knocking
them down to size.
A brief recap....
Dec 10- Baruch's biggest victory of
the year. They outlasted the defending
CUNY champs, Hunter College, by the
score of 76-75. It was a .spectacular
game as Baruch hit 2 free throws with
9 seconds leftto seal the victory. Hunter
is Currently 14-3 and have not lost
since. The Statesmen were led by Kirk
Davis, who had 23 points and 8 rebounds and DerRon Holmes, who
dripped in 20 points.
Jan 3- Baruch traveled to Rochester

step back.wards,as the Statesmen fell
to Old Westbury 88-79. HolDies IlDd .
Besvanis each scored 17 points.
Jan 22· Another CUNY win, this
time over Lehman, 65-55. Baruch was'-- ,
sparked by the playofnewcomer Terry
Bell, a 6'6" transfer' student. Bell had
11 rebounds and reserve guard Cecilio
Freeman scored 14.
Jan24- A game that got away. The
Riddle of the Week: How could the
Statesmen fell to Medgar Evers, 82-78:
DerRon Holmes and Terry Bell corn- N.Y. Mets give catcher Charlie
binedfor40pointsand Resvanishanded O'Brien a $70;,000 raise, after he hit
just.l85lastseason?
cut 7 assists.
Jan 27- Another monster victory, as I guess they're paying him in Russian
Baruch beats The College of Staten currency.
Now that I think about it, the YanJsland, 76-71. The Statesmen were
paced by Bell's 17 points and Resvanis' keesmade a good deal when they traded
10 assists. The story ofthe game had to Doug Drabek to the Pirates for Rick
be center Chuck Daniel. The team Rhoden. Rhoden retired years ago
Captain had a Dr. JekYll and Mr. Hyde after he got hit so hard the infielders
performance, with just 2 points and no began to wear chest protectors and face
rebounds in the first half. He finished masks. Drabek has since become a
the. game with 12 points and 8 re- star. He'sa Cy Young Award Winner
bounds.
.
and pitched his team to two consecuThe team suffered a setback when tive division titles. Doug gets paid a
center Victor Gjecaj decided to quit the few million dollars each 20 game winteam for personal reasons. When ask- ning year. while Rick now costs the
ing coach Rankis the reason for the Yankees nothing: Look at all of the
teams success, he points right at the money the Yankees have saved by'
players. "At times the guys were get- making the deal.
ting a bit to concemedwitb their play- . Tim Leary should be a inspiration to
ing time and point totals, but they've Iraq. Tim's been getting bombed for so
to playin th~.J;"{I'I' tournament. Th~y . a_djustedwell and now they feel com- 'long arid he's still surviving.
'. ,
.. .
The Yankeesare on the road to-be-·
faced the host school in the. opening fortable," hesays. _..
.
When pressed to mention a few coming a better team. It's true they
round and lost 84-65. Davis and Holmes
combined for 29 points. In the follow- standout players thus far coach Rankis have no starting pitching. Don't being round of the tournament, Baruch mentions, "Kirk Davis has done a very lieve for one minute that the Perez
faced Messiah College and ifthe season nice job. He's our leading scorer and is brothers, Tim Leary and company will
has had any low points, this was it. The second in rebounds. DerRon Holmes is combine to be a formidable staff. Ofa defensive gem, doing a brilliant job. fensively the team is YOlJ:ng and talstatesmen got beat 74-42.
Jan 6- The Statesmen took all of Jimmy Resvanis is shooting over 50% ented and hopefully the pitching will
their aggression out on Yeshiva Col- from 3 point range and 50% from the arrive somehow.
Charlie O'Brien couldn't hit .200 ifhe
lege, spanking them 70-57. Davis led 'floor. Terry Bell has fit in very well and
all scorers with 17 points. Pointguard has given us a nice boost. He scores, used an aluminum bat.
Will Greg Jefferies blossom in the
Jimmy Resvanis had a big game with blocks shots and rebounds. Sel Lowe
16 points and 9 assists and Chuck has been voted CUNY rookie of the AL.? No. Even as a D.H. he'll still
week twice thus far and is doing very make 25 errors.
Daniel grabbed 9 rebounds.
Wlll Keith Miller blossom in the
JaD 8- A setback loss to Yark College nicely. Our 6th man Cecilio Freeman
70-53. Freshman Sel Lowe, had 22 is shooting 88% from the free throw AL.? Sure, with the D.H. he can now
line, which is among the tops in the backup all nine positions.
points and 13 rebounds.
Flipping through the channels, I
Jan 13· Baruch outgunned Green nation and Chuck Daniel has done a
Mountain College 78-69. Kirk Davis, nice job leading the team. It's been a caught some WWF wrestling tllat featured a match involving Tugboat, a
was a one man show regi.ring 14 total team effort.The team is gearing up for the stretch 400 lb. blob. Now I could be wrong;, but
points, 11 rebounds
run. Their next few home games are on undemeathhis beard and make-up rm
and 5 assists.
Jan IS- A nice league ~ctoryagainst Feb. 5 against York, and Medgar Evers sureit was Sid Fernandez. Asscon as
City College 86-75. SelLowe scored 19 on Feb. 12. All home games are played the match began, Tugboat got hithard.
pdnts. Chuck Daniel put in a hard at Xavier High School, 30 West 16th That's when I knew it was Sid.
How can the Yankees get the Perez
days work scoring 16 points and grab- street at 7:30. It's been a good season
brothers
mto spring training camp on
thus far and hopefully the best is yet to
bing 15 rebounds.
time
to their annual
Jan 17· Two steps forward and one come.
.. and 'put a stop
-
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Eric Gro88ID8n's Column

VISAproblems? Have them get American Express.
Shouldn't Andre Aggasi have to win
a tournament once in a wbilein order to
do sneaker commercials?
If Mike Tyson is found gwlty on
rape charges and goes to jail, do you
think the other prisoners will want to
rumble with him? You know, Mike has
the voice thatcan drive some men crazy.
I wish St. John"s point guard Jason

"Will Greg Jefferies
blossom in the A.L.?
No. Even as a,V.H.
he'll still make
25. errors. "
Buchanail··w()U1d·-bemo,v&l~·shoo~
.

ing guard, so that he conldbeshot.
Where did theyrecruit him from? APEX
tech.
The outcomeof'the SuperBowl should
not suprise anyone. All year long B uffalo had a ton oftrouble wll)ning on the
road. They lost at K:<;.and New England and they just got by the Jets,
Raiders and Tampa Bay when they
played them on the road. Buffalo is a
talented team with toomanyindividuaJ
players. During the weeks that lead to
the big showdown, how many stories
did you read where Jim Kelly,
Thurman Thomas. Bruce Smith or
Corneilius Bemnett pointed out theiJ'
OWl) individual accomplishments'?
Washington plays as one unit. They all
speak about the tAam, not themselves.
Buffalo running back Thurman Thomas stormed out ofa mandatory press
conference, because he was upset that
he wasn't getting enough press. Well
now that the big game is over, let me be
the first to pay myNspects and
Thurman, your individual performance
stunk. Tm sure he'll feel better now.
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CUNY
W
L
1
5
2
4
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
5
1
6
1

Overall
W
L
11
3
7
7
10
7
4
11
7
9
8
5
2
.2

PCT.
.833
.667
.571
.571
.571
.500
.167
.143

Average Points
PF
PA
91.9
79.4
84.0
85.3
74.6
72~9

15

85,6
71.1
60.7

12

75.7

73.3
·88.3
8~.6
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